
Free Instagram Followers and Likes Generator 2021 

 

Instagram has grown exponentially to become the platform of choice for 

business and social interactions. Digital marketers understand the extent to which 

Instagram followers can tip the scales of competition. As your competitors focus 

on expensive strategies, you can snatch customers from their jaws with a free 

Instagram strategy- you only need to gain many credible followers. Talented 

individuals looking for a big break and persons seeking to upgrade their social 

esteem can also benefit from free followers for instagram. 

Way back in 2010 when Instagram first launched, users could easily get 

follows/likes with every new post. Lucky early adopters hit the jackpot. Today, 

Instagram has introduced new algorithms that have changed the rules of the 

game. 
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Why are you giving away free followers? 
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Users shouldn’t spend a dime to gain followers, just like they don’t pay money to 

use WhatsApp or Pinterest. Ours is a similar free business model that works for 

follows and likes. SocialEnablers is a peer to peer social marketing tool where no 

money changes hands. 

 
 

Why am I being asked to complete a survey? 

 

The survey is a human test. Sometimes new users on SocialEnablers can be asked 

to complete a survey before getting free followers and likes. As mentioned earlier, 

SocialEnablers is a community of Instagram followers looking to engage with real 

accounts. We have to protect them from fake users. The survey is the only way 

we will make sure that your account is safe for others looking to follow real 

accounts. It is not always that you will get asked to complete the survey anyway 

 

Which steps should I follow to benefit the generator? 

 

Step 1. Click on the Generate button  

Step 2. Enter your instagram username 

Step 3. Select the platform you are using. 

Step 4. Select the amount of Followers 

Step 5. Select the amount of Likes 

Step 6. Click Start Now 
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